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Policies on Disabilities to Discrimination Act No. 3 of 2022 

An Act   
The much-watched word ‘Disabilities’ has been misused in Australia, via legislative acts, must not 

continue to be in conflict with the Australian Constitution. 

The definition of ‘Disabilities’ cannot include people whom DO NOT have High Security Access. That 

attempts by criminals to conceal via the word ‘disabilities’ by medicalisation, be that false 

medicalisation or something pertaining to an injury. That disabilities may include Listening Devices, 

and Bionics, and known access to State Secrets, or Country to Country matter. That discreet ‘back 

door’ entrance was once given for these purposes, so that searches would not be overt and 

embarrass anyone whom wasn’t a security problem. 

Medical personnel have perverted the Australian security system, by the use of the term ‘disability’. 

A ‘disability’ is something that disqualifies, a person, as defined by the specifics of those ‘disabilities’ 

that make a person ineligible – that definition in the Australian Constitution IV 44. That particular 

disqualification by disabilities pertaining to being chosen to sit as a member of Parliament, and the 

disabilities mentioned. 

Consideration must be given to how the Official Language in Australia, that of The Australian English 

Language, has and does define ‘disabilities’. That a person with disabilities may be injured, or 

medicalised, or not. That a person subjected to medicalisation, is not necessarily a person with 

disabilities. That imposing such a word as disabilities, on Australian people, subjects all those people 

subjected to that word, to scrutinization Internationally. That Australia and some other countries 

have confused the word ‘disabilities’ with ‘dangerous conditions’ of products, procedures, and 

packaging, and machines that can be very dangerous if left to idle and are hacked, or used 

inappropriately. 

Disabilities, in the Australian Constitution, by definition, are such, that is to be subjected to 

discrimination.  

That the legislation has been perverted, into false claims and false pretences, that have concealed 

treasonous, treacherous, traitor offenses; and violated the human rights of people whom have been 

injured, or otherwise medicalised, or pseudo-medicalised, or falsely medicalised in outrageous 

human rights violations, that are forced psychiatry. 

A policy on the words to watch, that of Disabilities to Discrimination, is where Abolish Psychiatry 

party wants reason, sense, and truth to succeed, over that of which is false. 

 

That this Act may be cited as the ‘Policies on Disabilities to Discrimination Act No. 3 of 2022’. 
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